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Ozalentour® - The Solution
White Paper created by the founder of Ozalentour - JD - President ProduClic

The purpose of Ozalentour is to address the various digital and economic challenges
related to the proliferation of cryptocurrencies and networking platforms: Facebook,
TripAdvisor, Groupon, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, LeBonCoin...
The primary goal of the platform is to develop a new economy: one that is parabanking, inclusive, stable,
independent, self-sufficient, sustainable, guaranteed and unique. Each verified Ozalentour member will
be able to benefit at any time from a decentralized anti-crisis portfolio within a social marketplace
centralizing human experiences as well as all types of local and tourist good deals (e.g. Leisure Activities,
Bars & Restaurants, Good Deals, Proximity Services...).
This document introduces our project, based on a platform called "Moteur de Proximité (Proximity Engine)" offering a stable and decentralized
token (ERC20) named OZAPHYRE® (OZP). This cryptocurrency belongs to the family of inflationist stablecoins backed by the average value
of €uro (~ 1.10 $). This Utility Token can be used within the Ozalentour crypto-market as well as on various partner exchanges. The association
of these elements aims to create a new opportunity for financial services to be innovative, human and eco-responsible.

Observations and Challenges
In a context of un-banking of our society and thanks to the advent of the Internet, billions of people around
the world have access to multiple digital knowledges and services.
Starting from a €40 smartphone, these services are now available wherever you are in the world (or almost). This
connectivity has boosted the global economy giving more and more people access to the banking, neo-banking
and para-banking financial ecosystem.
What is worth noting is that the majority of these digital services are fragmented across a multitude of
applications and digital platforms.
An application for your bank, another one for your emails, two or three for your social networks, LeBonCoin,
Groupon, Tripadvisor or even your cryptocurrencies wallets …
At the same time, these very same applications are also in turn fragmented with a multitude of keywords, such as
categories, options, filters, ...
The main challenge is therefore a big one: to offer a simplified platform that centralises our daily lives
needs, local products and all types of activities and cultural visits.
To develop this ecosystem, Ozalentour provides 8 major themes playing the role of an envy explorer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Leisure activities
Bars & Restaurants
Good Deals
Wellness Centers
Events
Accommodations
Proximity Services
Cultural Visits

The first challenge is to offer a Good Deals Explorer, ordered by date or by geo-location. These Deals or "Offers"
are easily publishable by any member on the website Ozalentour.
Note that each published "Offer" is automatically managed by our AI system (under development). This option is
available to any member wishing to start the Ozalentour experience and free of charge during the beta
testing period (1st March - 1st September 2020).
The second challenge is to propose a Proximity Social Network summarizing recently published offers, while
allowing the publication and discovery of photos and videos attached to the hashtags technology.
The ultimate challenge is to centralize on Ozalentour : a Good Plans Explorer, a Proximity Social Network and
a unique wallet offering a local cryptocurrency acting as a store of value.
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OZAPHYRE® - (OZP) – The Stablecoin
OZAPHYRE (OZP) - The popular local cryptocurrency • ERC20 TOKEN - STABLECOIN 1¤ ~ 1€

OZAPHYRE (OZP) goal is to provide a useful and stabilized asset on the average value of
Euro. This digital asset acts as a local currency to facilitate trade and money transfers
between users and bring a unique, easy-to-use, fee-free and eco-friendly payment &
collection system
Eco-friendly by offering a POS and cashless payment system via Ozalentour applications and Ozaphyre
blockchain. Ozalentour also aims to research and propose a new blockchain system which is green and
peer-to-peer.
This Utility Token value of ~ $ 1.10 (ie ~ € 1.00) can be used on the Ozalentour crypto-market as well as on our partners platforms
listed on Ozaphyre.com. Payments in OZP are made via Ozalentour by QRCODE or NFC.

Observations and Challenges
In a climate of economical and geo-political uncertainty and with the proliferation of neo-banks and
cryptocurrencies (+ 4000): it is essential to take the lead by adopting a stable digital money, playing the
role of a store of value through a decentralized, encrypted and unique ecosystem.
Blockchains and cryptocurrencies precisely exhibit similar properties that can solve some accessibility and
reliability problems. These include governance distribution, which ensures that no single entity can control a
blockchain network on its own.
Anyone with internet access can therefore participate and benefit from cryptographic security to protect and transfer
their funds … However, existing blockchain systems are not commonly used yet. In fact, the use of blockchains and
cryptosystems in the few existing marketplaces is hampered by high volatility and lack of scalability. As a result of
these limitations: their function as a store of value is still rather limited.
In addition, some projects have also attempted to disrupt the existing system by bypassing legislation instead of
innovating in terms of compliance while going further in the fight against money laundering and terrorism financing.
Furthermore, to ensure this new peer-to-peer exchange system, we are convinced that we need to go deeper in
the collaboration with governments, financial services and players in the cryptomarkets.
This approach can also lead to a real advance towards a low-cost global financial system that is much more
accessible, human-oriented and value-adding for local businesses.

The challenge: To offer a stable digital currency backed by the average value of euro, which can be
transferred from peer-to-peer through the blockchain and Ozalentour applications.

Opportunities
Before diving into the technical details of OZAPHYRE (OZP), it seems essential to us to outline our convictions for the
ecosystem we wish to cultivate around this initiative:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

We are convinced that OZAPHYRE (OZP) is a great opportunity to create a local reserve economy.
We are convinced that OZAPHYRE (OZP) will play the role of win-win loyalty token.
We are convinced that OZAPHYRE (OZP) coupled with Ozalentour will boost the local economy.
We are convinced that everyone has the inherent right to control the fruit of their legal work.
We are convinced that a free and instantaneous global monetary circulation will create immense opportunities.
We believe that more people should have access to cheap financial services and capital, as well as investments that generate
short-term profits.
We are convinced that public confidence in decentralized forms of governance will gradually strengthen year after year.
We are convinced that a global currency and a financial infrastructure must be 99.9% decentralized and public.
We are convinced that the expansion of financial inclusion, the support of ethical stakeholders and the continuous protection of
the ecosystem’s integrity are our common responsibility.
We are convinced that Ozalentour will increase the purchasing power of members from 5 to 99%
We are convinced that in the event of a financial crisis, Ozalentour is certainly one of the best digital solutions to protect against

all bank failures, as well as any fundamental attack on freedom.

The Ultimate Challenge: Democratize OZAPHYRE (OZP) and allow free money transfer for
local shops and consumers around the world.
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WHY OZAPHYRE (OZP) ?
The world is in dire need of a guaranteed digital currency and a decentralised infrastructure.
First, protecting your digital assets on your computer and mobile device should be simple and intuitive. The
same goes for global money transfers: These are often long, tedious and expensive. The idea with OZAPHYRE
(OZP) is therefore to bring about a para-banking economy allowing to transfer money as quickly as sending a
photo or a text message. The introduction of this type of innovative product will allow actors to reduce barriers
related to access, cost and with very high speed of execution.
It was from this idea that the OZAPHYRE token (OZP) was born. A digital currency based on blockchain
technology and the ETHEREUM protocol.
The purpose of OZAPHYRE (OZP) is to develop a currency and a financial infrastructure serving the needs of
millions of users. OZAPHYRE (OZP) is made up of three components that form together a more inclusive
financial system.
1.
2.
3.
4.

This system is based on ETHEREUM : a public, secured, recognized and reliable blockchain
The value is maintained through the markets + 25% guarantee coverage in ETHER
The Token is governed by SAS ProduClic, in charge of guiding the evolution of the eco-system
OZAPHYRE (OZP) can be used to pay for all types of local goods / services

The OZAPHYRE currency (OZP) is based on the « Ethereum » blockchain. As its goal is to reach a global
proximity market, the software that implements OZAPHYRE (OZP) is open source. It can thus be used by everyone
and meet the financial needs of millions or even billions of people around the world.
Imagine a free and interoperable ecosystem of financial services, created by passionate developers and a
company with a humanistic and ecological vision ...
In the perspective of a massive adoption of OZAPHYRE (OZP): it is essential for the currency to be accepted
in many places and easily accessible by those who wish to use it online as well as locally. In other words, in
addition to being easily usable at no cost, the OZAPHYRE (OZP) rate must be constantly checked and corrected
by the OZAPHYRE (OZP) Smart Contract (ERC20).
Halfway between a fiat-crypto ecosystem, OZAPHYRE (OZP) is decentralized on the ETHEREUM network while
maintaining an indirect control via the Ozalentour ecosystem.

1 OZAPHYRE ¤ (OZP)
~ 1 EUR soit ~1,10 USD
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Technical Notes on OZAPHYRE (OZP)
OZAPHYRE (OZP) is an ERC-20 crypto-collateral-algorithmic stablecoin backed by an ETHEREUM
collateral and a smart contract to control/rectify price deflation and inflation emanating from the markets
(up to ~8%).
Permanently connected to its price, OZAPHYRE (OZP) is automatically stabilized via an algorithm that
allows the adjustment of its own price depending on supply and demand from the markets. To achieve
this, OZAPHYRE (OZP) Stock and Trade on its partner exchanges.
This way every investor betting on the precious Holy Grail OZAPHYRE (OZP) will be able to obtain a controlled
and guaranteed capital gain. Mainly thanks to the trust of the users and the Ozalentour platform.

The global vision of OZAPHYRE (OZP)
In order to constantly offer speculative and at the same time stable services: OZAPHYRE (OZP) will be available across 3
cryptocurrencies pairs: USDT - BITCOIN - ETHER but also in FIAT $ - €.

OZAPHYRE (OZP) 2020 strategy
Total Supply (TS): 8.000.000 OZP
Target value in USD: 1,10$ (about ~1,00€)
Percentage of OZAPHYRE (OZP) frozen: 72% or 5,760,000 OZP
Percentage of OZAPHYRE (OZP) to be guaranteed: 25% (2M OZP, i.e. a minimum of $500,000 in ETH).

AIR DROP
RESERVE 1%
80.000 OZP

OZP Distribution (2020)
DYNAMIC RESERVE
(IN-BURN) 10%
800.000 OZP
IEO RESERVE 9% 720.000 OZP
FOUNDER RESERVE 3% 240.000 OZP
TEAM RESERVE 3% 240.000 OZP

PRIVATE FREEZE
RESERVE 36%
2.880.000 OZP

PARTNERS RESERVE 2% 160.000 OZP
IA FREEZE RESERVE 36% 2.880.000 OZP
DYNAMIC RESERVE (IN-BURN)

IEO RESERVE

FOUNDER RESERVE

TEAM RESERVE

PARTNERS RESERVE

IA FREEZE RESERVE

PRIVATE FREEZE RESERVE

AIR DROP RESERVE

IEO strategy of OZAPHYRE (OZP)

Duration : 15 days

Duration : 2 Months

IEO the 04/11/2020

IEO the 05/08/2020

Duration : 2 Months

IEO the 06/17/2020
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Rounds IEO et Roadmap | OZALENTOUR

Total SUPPLY IEO: 720.000 OZP
ROUND 1 – IEO ABIT: 0.55$ (opening on abit.com on April 11, 2020 at 10:am - Paris) – 20.000 OZP – PAIRS : USDT – ETH – BTC
ROUND 2 – IEO P2PP2B: 0.75$ (opening on P2Pb2b.io on Mai 8, 2020 at 10:am - Paris) – 50.000 OZP – PAIRS : USDT – ETH – BTC
ROUND 3 – IEO OZALENTOUR : 1.05$ (opening on Ozalentour.com on Juin 13, 2020 at 10:am - Paris) – 650.000 OZP – PAIRS : USDT – ETH – BTC

Total Soft CAP IEO: $530.000

Total Hard CAP IEO: $763.500
Market listings and openings on our partner exchanges
Market entry on ABIT – P2PP2B & COINSBIT the September 19 at 10:00 am (Paris) at a price of 1.10$
Guarantee pair: ETH
Reference pair: USDT (1,10 USDT ~ 1,00 EUR)
Pair without guarantee: BTC
Guarantee 1 - Downside correction: $1.05 > Buy up to 15% of Total Supply at $1.0490
Guarantee 2 - Upward correction: $1.15 > Sale up to 15% of Total Supply at $1.0990
Number of ETH in Guarantee (after IEO): 3478 ETH (HARDCAP)
API called for the market price (after IEO): API COINMARKETCAP & API TRADING
Total Marketcap targeted at launch (TMC 2020): $8,800,000
Minimum Total Marketcap (TMC 2020): $8,400,000
Maximum Total Marketcap (TMC 2020): $9,200,000

Roadmap
1.
2.
3.
4.

AIRDROP + Pre-Sale of OZAPHYRE (OZP) on USDT-ETH-BTC PAIRS (IEO)
Auditing & Obtaining “VISA PSAN” from the French regulators AMF)
Marketing of the platform + Listing with 4 trusted partners
Development of Ozalentour app (AppStore and Play Store)

Following our meeting with the AMF in January 2020, the objective is to finish obtaining the VISA PSAN (Optional) as
soon as possible and to start marketing FIAT-CRYPTO in September 2020.
For all new registrations, Ozalentour offers 1 OZP. Airdrops are also planned.
Total Supply forecast for April 2021 - 16,000,000 OZP (increase and distribution of the ecosystem in percentage)
Total Supply forecast for April 2022 - 32,000,000 OZP (increase and distribution of the ecosystem in percentage)
Total Supply forecast for April 2023 - 64,000,000 OZP (increase and distribution of the ecosystem in percentage)
Read the OZAPHYRE Smart Contract (OZP)
Join the OZAPHYRE Telegram Group (OZP)
Join the OZALENTOUR Telegram Channel
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Technical notes on BLOCKCHAINS
Blockchain is a technology for storing and transmitting information in a transparent and secure way without any central
intermediary.
By extension, a blockchain constitutes a database holding the history of all the exchanges carried out between its users
since its inception. This database is secure and distributed.
Good To Know: Blockchains are described as « permissioned » or « permissionless », with reference to the possibility of
participating as a validation node. As part of the operation of OZAPHYRE (OZP) on the Ethereum protocol, access must be
granted to run a validation node. As part of a "permissionless blockchain", anyone meeting the required technical criteria can
run a validation node.
The main thing to remember is that the future OZAPHYRE blockchain (OZP) will be reserved for all: individuals,
professionals, associations and local authorities. Thus, the registered members will be able to create "offers" (good plans) and
offer goods and services with a percentage of cash back / discount.
These services are free to access in return for having a sufficient balance on your OZAPHYRE portfolio (OZP).
Open access fosters participation and innovation by encouraging healthy and fair competition for the benefit of
consumers and local economy.
This is fundamental to developing more inclusive financial options on a global scale.
Transaction speed via Ethereum 1.0: 10 to 12 transactions /sec
Transaction speed via Ethereum 2.0: 160.000 transactions /sec (Planned for ~July 2020)

Ethereum 2.0, what is it?
Ethereum 2.0 represents a major update for the Ethereum network: migration to Proof-of-Stake.

Ethereum 2.0 faster than VISA?
By doing some calculations, Vitalik Buterin and ChainLinkGod concluded that it would theoretically be possible to obtain a result
of 160,000 TPS (using ZKtech Looping and, by extension, Chainlink). To give an illustration, Visa and Mastercard can process
about 1700 TPS and PayPal 200 TPS.

OZAPHYRE (OZP) is set on the ETHEREUM ROADMAP.
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Increase your purchasing power with Ozalentour's “Cash Discount”
During the R&D phase, we challenged ourselves to bring back purchasing power to our members. The
idea was to offer digital cash to Ozalentour members participating in this incredible adventure! To achieve
this vision: each seller will offer via Ozalentour a percentage of cash back varying from 5 to 99%.
Explanations:
On the Seller Side: each member with 100 OZP on their Ozalentour portfolio will be able to publish offers and good
plans. As he creates the offer, he can choose a percentage of cash discount varying from 5 to 99% (or free in case
of a free event)
Buyer Side : each member with a minimum of 1 OZP will be able to take advantage of cash discounts and buy,
reserve or pay online or locally for goods and services on Ozalentour.
The “Remise Cash” is a money pot allowing you to have the choice between an immediate rebate or
cashback in the event of a second payment made via Ozalentour.

Example :

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jeff displays an offer for his restaurant in Lille (59): offer from 10 OZP and 15% cash discount.
Gabriel from Quebec registered on Ozalentour has just 10 OZP in his pocket.
Gabriel can book a table directly online or come and pay his bill on the spot
Case 1: Gabriel chooses to use the immediate 15% discount, so he pays 8.50 OZP
Case 2: Gabriel chooses to convert it to cashback by paying the full amount, i.e 10 OZP
Continuation of Case 2: If Gabriel pays again with OZAPHYRE (OZP) in the Ozalentour ecosystem, then
Jeff and his restaurant will send him the equivalent of 1.50 OZP (in addition to his new discount)

We start from this win-win principle: if a member registered on Ozalentour buys or pays with OZAPHYRE
(OZP), he will be able to use his discount immediately or convert it to cashback for another time.

Publish an Offer (Good Plan) on Ozalentour (screenshot)
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OZAPHYRE (OZP) package offers (for Members)
Each member can buy in tiers of offers for a 2.5% fee and transfer/exchange their OZAPHYRES (OZPs) free of charge
from their wallet and or use their OZPs for local business purposes via Ozalentour.

All outings from a Wallet Ozalentour to a Wallet Partner is charged at 5%.
Ozalentour also plans to sell advertising inserts, options and popular hashtags.

Ozalentour in figures:
-

6.5 years of research and development
10 highly motivated and passionate employees
425 local offers already online (good deals)
700 members registered on Ozalentour
126,000 followers on all our social networks (FB Ozalentour – Page Bonus : La France ...)
284,000,000 potential prospects throughout the French-speaking world
1,125,000 visits in only 9 months without advertising or application

Our most active community : Facebook

Our Social Networks
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The company behind Ozalentour and OZAPHYRE (OZP)
SAS ProduClic with a capital of 10.000 €, is a simplified joint-stock company registered in the Lille Trade Register under
SIRET number 879 402 238 00015. SAS ProduClic is therefore the guarantor of the OZAPHYRE (OZP) Token Utility and
Ozalentour applications.

The Team Ozalentour (SAS ProduClic) :
The Founder and CEO of Ozalentour and OZAPHYRE (OZP): Johan Decottignies
The Commercial Director and business contributor: Romain Bailleul
Full stake developer and project manager: Anthony Sergeant
The Business Introducer and BA: Vincent Wertz
Relational Assistant : Namrata Khemani
(Speaks French, English and Indian)
Blockchain Advisor: Vincent Katchavenda
Blockchain Developer: Pranshu Rastogi
Community Manager : Wendy De Gryse
Social Media Manager: Léo-Paul Pellerin
Business Angel and writter: Philippe Alexandre Jandrok

ORIENTATION
- Continue to develop our presence on social networks while keeping the good GrowthHacking mechanics which
allowed us to achieve these results today.
- Expand our presence on Instagram and Twitter with an auto-sharing system based on hashtag technology.
- Expand image indexing on Pinterest
- Increase our presence on Linkedin
- Start our land prospecting with local shops and French town halls.
- Develop a multi-language version of OZALENTOUR (English, Russian, Spanish, Chinese ...)

TARGETING
- Municipalities and Interest Groups to evangelize the solution.
- Event Industry: young traffic - vector of virality - digital natives

Conclusion
The aim of ProduClic is to provide a legal governance framework and to coordinate the networks, the reserve and the
financial markets authorities. Playing the role of local currency, OZAPHYRE (OZP) via the Ozalentour aims to promote
and develop local trade while providing purchasing power and new experiences for both sellers and consumers.
Join us: Ozalentour.com
NB. Ozalentour reserves the right to bring precisions and to modify its whitepaper until the end of the project.
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